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Abstract

This bachelor thesis in applied mathematics and industrial engineering and

management aimed to identify relationships between search parameters in flight

comparison search engines and the exit conversion rate, while also investigating

how the emergence of such comparison search engines has impacted the airline

industry. To identify such relationships, several classification models were

employed in conjunction with several sampling methods to produce a predictive

model using the program R. To investigate the impact of the emergence of

comparison websites, Porter’s 5 forces and a SWOT - analysis were employed to

analyze findings of a literature study and a qualitative interview. The classification

models developed performed poorly with regards to several assessments metrics

which suggested that there were little to no significance in the relationship

between the search parameters investigated and exit conversion rate. Porter’s 5

forces and the SWOT-analysis suggested that the competitive landscape of the

airline industry has become more competitive and that airlines which do not

manage to adapt to this changing market environment will experience decreasing

profitability.
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Sammanfattning

Detta kandidatexamensarbete inriktat på tillämpad matematik och industriell

ekonomi syftade till att identifiera samband mellan sökparametrar från

flygsökmotorer och konverteringsgraden för utträde till ett flygbolags hemsida,

och samtidigt undersöka hur uppkomsten av flygsökmotorer har påverkat

flygindustrin för flygbolag. För att identifiera sådana samband, tillämpades

flera klassificeringsmodeller tillsammans med stickprovsmetoder för att bygga en

predikativ modell i programmet R. För att undersöka påverkan av flygsökmotorer

tillämpades Porters 5 krafter och SWOT-analys som teoretiska ramverk för att

analysera information uppsamlad genom en litteraturstudie och en intervju.

Klassificeringsmodellerna som byggdes presterade undermåligt med avseende

på flera utvärderingsmått, vilket antydde att det fanns lite eller inget samband

mellan de undersökta sökparametrarna och konverteringsgraden för utträde.

Porters 5 krafter och SWOT-analysen visade att flygindustrin hade blivit mer

konkurrensutsatt och att flygbolag som inte lyckas anpassa sig efter en omgivning

i ändring kommer att uppleva minskande lönsamhet.

Nyckelord

sann negativ, sann positiv, falsk positiv, falsk negativ, klassificationsträd,

Random Forest, SMOTE, ROSE, ROC, AUC, jämförelsehemsida, resebyrå, Gini

koefficient
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

Digitalization is a trend which is transforming aspects of society all around

the world. Information has become more accessible and this has changed

the landscape for many consumer products, where the consumer is now more

informed than ever. This is true not least for the airline industry, which has

been subject to a change in how customers find their airline tickets. Previously,

customers booked tickets either online or via a physical travel agency. With the

emergence of online booking services, Online Travel Agencies (OTAs) were soon

to come along.

In this thesis, the term OTA refers to a website which aggregates data from

multiple airlines and uses this to offer price comparison and booking functionality.

Moreover, there are meta-search engines which operate similarly and offer price

comparison, but not booking functionality. This thesis focuses on the comparison

functionality of these websites, and thus they are collectively referred to as

Comparison Websites (CWs).

There is no doubt that CWs have increased transparency in price information

among the airlines. Beyond the impact of CWs on the airline industry, one should

consider the possibilities of exploiting the data that these websites accumulate.

When a search is made for a certain flight route for a given date, numerous data

points are collected, including but not limited to: departure airport, destination

airport, time of search, number of passengers, web browser used to conduct

search, etc. It is also recorded when an exit conversion is made, i.e. when a

customer conducting a search clicks the link to an airline website.

Scandinavian Airlines, or SAS for short, is precisely what its name suggests; an

airline based in Scandinavia. It is Scandinavia’s leading airline and operates 157

aircraft to 123 destinations (Airlines, 2019). SAS has recently acquired flight

search data, such as described above, and will be supplying this data for this

thesis.
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Furthermore, the airline industry is highly competitive where airlines carry high

fixed costs and must run their planes at near full capacity in order to be profitable.

Attracting customers and ensuring that capacity is maximally utilized on each

flight thus becomes a constant challenge. As with any business-to-consumer -

and homogeneous product, increasing market share is not an easy task. With

the analytical tools of today’s technology and the vast data that search engine

companies collect, there might be insightful findings for SAS from analysing such

data.

Classification and Regression Trees (CART) denotes a method of predictive

modeling which uses binary decision trees to make predictions of a response

variable. Being a relatively new concept, developed by Breiman et al. (1984),

the areas of use for CART methods are still being explored. Several studies

have previously investigated the use of CART in public health, mortgage default

predictions, and hospital mortality (Fonarow et al., 2005, Groves and Gini, 2011,

Lemon et al., 2003). Expanding on the theory of CART methods this thesis seeks

to investigate the viability of using CART methods to analyze search parameters,

as explained above, for consumers in the airline industry.

1.2 Goal and purpose

The goal of the this thesis can be segmented into two parts.

The first goal is to provide SAS with a rigorous analysis, using CART methods,

of which search parameters are most crucial in determining if a search results in

an exit conversion. Information regarding exit conversion and how the different

search parameters affect the exit conversion could reveal significant relationships

that are of use to SAS when it comes to marketing and growth strategy.

The second goal is to conduct an analysis of how the emergence of flight search

engines has affected the airline industry. Mapping the consequences of CWs

for airlines on a strategic level might help airlines better adjust to a new and

developing their distribution networks.
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1.3 Research questions

Since the goals of this thesis is twofold, one research question is appropriately

posed for each respective goal:

1. Using CART methods, what are the key search parameters in predicting

exit conversion rate?

2. How has the emergence of comparison websites impacted airlines from

both a strategic and operational standpoint?

1.4 Scope

The scope for the first research question is dictated by a few limitations. Firstly, all

data is obtained from a single CW, specifically a meta-search engine, which must

be considered for the analysis of this thesis. The data will also be restricted to a

certain time period, which also may have an effect on the results of this thesis. In

addition, there are a limited number of search parameters in the data provided,

as one would expect. These will be more thoroughly explained in subsequent

sections, but is mentioned here to clarify that the research question aims to

find the key search parameters in predicting exit conversion rate among those

parameters provided, not all imaginable. Moreover, it is worth to mention that the

research question specifies the exit conversion rate to any airline website, which is

not to be confused with the actual conversion rate of searches to ticket purchases.

This will also have to be considered for the analysis. Finally, this thesis has limited

itself to use CART methods for this analysis.

For the second research question, the impact of the emergence of CWs on airlines

is analyzed. The scope is mainly determined by the research method used,

since it dictates what findings will be made. This thesis seeks merely a better

understanding of the topic on a high level for the industry as a whole. Thus,

eventual findings will be generalized for the entire industry and perhaps not true

for each individual airline. Moreover, there might be information not included

in the research, simply because one cannot cover all knowledge, that contradicts

some of the findings of this thesis and it should be clarified that the results thus
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should be viewed in context of the research methods employed.

1.5 Report structure

This thesis has been structured into two main parts which deal with each research

question respectively. Thus, each part has the structure of a scientific thesis, i.e.

a theory section, a methodology section, results and discussion.
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Part II

CART analysis of flight search

parameters
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2 Theory

2.1 Classification and Regression Trees (CART)

2.1.1 Binary decision trees

A decision tree is a decision support model that illustrates the consequences,

chance, and event outcomes of certain decisions. Decision trees are used in

computer science as a predictive model in order to make statistical conclusions

about an item’s target value based on observations. In this tree structure, leaves

represent class labels and branches represent conjunctions of features that lead to

those class labels. There are both classification trees where the response variable

takes on a set of categorical values and regression trees where the response

variable takes on a set of continuous values. The collective name for such trees

is Classification and Regression Trees (CART), first introduced and developed by

Breiman et al. (1984) in Classification and Regression Trees.

2.1.2 Model development process

As aforementioned, trees partition regressor variables into leaves that contain

the most homogeneous collection of outcomes possible. Creating the splits of

the regressor variables is analogous to variable selection in ordinary regression.

Normally, the trees are fit using binary recursive partitioning. In the name, binary

refers to the fact that each node has two child nodes and the term recursive refers

to the fact that each child node either becomes a parent node or a terminal node

(a leaf). (Moisen, 2008) In developing a CART model, there are 3 main processes

that take place:

1. Model fitting

2. Model assessment

3. Model enhancement
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Model fitting consists of making critical choices regarding the decision tree

and the model characteristics. This is done in an iterative process with Model

assessment since each model built needs to be assessed. Finally, there are

techniques that can be employed in order to improve the predictive ability of a

model by combining separate tree models into a joint model, or what is usually

called an ensemble (Moisen, 2008). Each of these three steps will be discussed,

as well as the techniques used in each step.

2.1.3 Model fitting

There are at minimum three critical choices to make that determine the

model specifications when building a model for a CART decision tree (Moisen,

2008):

1. How splits are to be made.

2. Determining appropriate tree size.

3. Determining how application-specific costs should be incorporated

In order to decide how splits are made, one requires a measure of the homogeneity

of the classes at each of the child nodes depending on what regressor the parent

node is split on and where the split occurs. This is done by introducing an

impurity measure, where the impurity measures the non-homogeneity of the

response variable depending on the different possible splits. Thus, at each node,

the variable and location of the split are chosen such that the impurity of the

node at that point is minimized. There are several methods for minimizing the

impurity and such methods are generally referred to as splitting rules, which thus

answers the first question of how splits are made. (Breiman et al., 1984, Moisen,

2008)

TheGini impurity index is a measure of how often a randomly chosen object would

be incorrectly labeled if it was randomly labeled according to the distribution

of labels in the subset. This measure is more sensitive to changes in the node

probability than the misclassification rate, which is the proportion of observations

in the node that are not members of the majority class in that node. The Gini
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impurity is computed by summing the probability pi that an item with label i is

chosen multiplied by the probability of incorrectly categorizing that item. The

probability of incorrectly categorizing an item i is
∑

k ̸=i pk = 1 − pi. It should be

noted that the Gini impurity is at its minimum, zero, when all cases of the node

fall into a single target category. Moreover, Gini impurity can be computed for a

set of items with K classes. Let each class be indexed by k ∈ {1, 2, ..., K} and let

pmk be the proportion of class k observations in the node m. The Gini impurity is

then computed by (Moisen, 2008):

K∑
k=1

pmk(1− pmk). (1)

The Entropy index is, like the Gini impurity, more sensitive than the

misclassification rate to changes in node probability. It is also called the cross-

entropy or deviance measure of impurity and can be written as:

K∑
k=1

pmk log pmk (2)

The entropy index is however reported to be significantly less computationally

efficient than the Gini impurity and thus not considered a viable competitor to

the Gini impurity. (Feldman and Gross, 2005)

The Twoing approach is designed for multiclass problems since this measure

favors separation of classes rather than node heterogeneity. This is done by

treating each multiclass split as a separate binary problem, favoring splits that

retain related classes together. Consider a class of splits {s} that is defined on

the data in a node t. Define a goodness-of-split function θ(s, t) such that the best

split is the maximizer of θ(s, t). Let there once again be K classes indexed by

k ∈ {1, 2, ..., K} and the proportions of class i in t by pi. If a s sends a proportion

PL of the population to the left and PR = 1 − L to the right, then assume that:

θ(s, t) = f(PL, PR, pL, pR), (3)

where pL = (p1,L, ..., pK,L) denotes the proportion of the K classes in the left node

tL and similarly for pR. For the two class problem where the gini impurity measure
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is used, the best twoing split at a node maximizes

θ(s, t) =
PLPR

4

[
K∑
k=1

|pk,L − pj,R|

]2

(4)

(Breiman, 1996) An advantage of the Twoing approach is that it reveals similarities

between classes.

The appropriate tree size is generally determined in a process called pruning. This

is done by first fitting an overly large tree until, almost to the point where it fits

the training data perfectly. Such a tree however results in overfitting and thus,

in theory, makes poor predictions. Then, the tree is pruned back to optimal size

using either cross-validation or independent test set. (James et al., 2013, Moisen,

2008)

An independent test set can be used when the sample size of the data set is

sufficiently large so that the data can be divided into two sets; one set for training

the model and one for testing it. Moisen (2008) recommends that a minimum

of 200 data points for a binary classification model, i.e. when the response

variable can take on two values. As aforementioned, an overly large tree is fitted

to the training data as the first step. Thereafter, the misclassification rate, i.e.

the proportion of which data elements are misclassified, is calculated for the

overly large tree and all smaller subtrees using the test set. The subtree with

the smallest misclassification rate is then the optimal tree. (James et al., 2013,

Moisen, 2008)

If the sample size of the data is not large, all of it must be kept as training data

and then cross-validation can be used to determine the optimal tree size. The

method is also referred to as v-fold cross-validation where v denotes the number

of subgroups that the data is grouped into. Usually, v = 10 where, for the

first model, subgroups 1 - 9 are used for training and subgroup 10 for testing.

Then the second model uses subgroups 1 - 8 and 10 for training, and subgroup

9 for testing, and so on. In each case, the method for the independent test set

is used. Finally, the 10 test subgroups are combined and used to calculate the

independent test misclassification rates. As with the independent test procedure,

the misclassification rates are calculated for the initial overly large tree and for
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all smaller subtrees, where the optimal subtree is the subtree with the minimum

misclassification rate. (Fonarow et al., 2005, Moisen, 2008)

In practice, the consequence of misclassification some variables might be more

severe than for others. To account for this in the model, it is possible to increase

the misclassification cost of such variables, thus giving preference to correctly

classifying them. (Moisen, 2008)

2.1.4 Model assessment

In an iterative process between making the abovementioned choices, the model

needs to be assessed and the choices re-evaluated. There are several measures

of error available to use for both classification and regression trees, but no

single measure can on its own indicate the adequacy (Moisen, 2008). Thus it is

important to employ several such measures in the assessment of the model. In

statistical classification with a binary classification problem, the confusion matrix

constitutes the groundwork for model assessment. The confusion matrix is a

matrix showcasing the how well a model has predicted values in a test data set by

visualizing the number of true positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false positives

(FP), and false negatives (FN). (James et al., 2013, p. 145)

Predicted True Predicted False

Actual True True Positive (TP) False Negative (FN)

Actual False False Positive (FP) True Negative (TN)

Table 2.1: Confusion Matrix

In classification problems involving a binary response, some important measures

are Cohen’s kappa, F1 score, and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves

with the associated area under the curve (AOC).

The misclassification rate is as aforementioned simply the proportion of data

elements that are misclassified by a model when fitting test data that is

independent of the training data. The misclassification rate is mathematically

defined as:

MR =
FN + FP

TP + TN + FP + FN
(5)
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This is mainly used in conjunction with the independent test set procedure to

determine the optimal tree size. (Feldman and Gross, 2005, Moisen, 2008)

Moreover, the accuracy is the opposite of the missclassification rate, i.e. at which

rate the model predicted a response correctly. It is thus defined mathematically

as:

ACC = 1−MR =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(6)

The accuracy metric can be misleading when employed on a classification

algorithm if there exists an uneven class distribution. In order to nuance this,

Kay H. Brodersen and Buhmann (2010) suggest that a balanced accuracy metric

should be utilized to aid in the comparison of models with this characteristic.

Balanced Accuracy =
1

2

(
TP

TP + FN
+

TN

TN + FP

)
(7)

The F1 score is another metric often used when trying to find a good balance

between precision and recall. Furthermore, the score is well suited for when there

is an uneven distribution between the two classes.

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(8)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(9)

F1 Score = 2 · Precision · Recall
Precision + Recall

(10)

The Kappa coefficient is an alternative to the misclassification rate that compares

the observed accuracy with an expected accuracy. Thus, it takes into account

agreement with a random classifier, meaning that it is generally less misleading

than simply using accuracy. The Kappa coefficient is computed by

κ =
po − pe
1− pe

(11)

where po is the observed accuracy and pe is the expected accuracy, according to

Landis and Koch (1977). Moreover, they suggest that values of κ between 0-0.20
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are poor, 0.21-0.40 are fair, 0.41-60 are moderate, 0.61-0.80 are substantial, and

0.81-1 as almost perfect.

Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves are often used as a measure to

evaluate classification models. The ROC curve plots the false positive rate,

against the true positive rate. The concept behind this measure is to identify

potentially suboptimal models to discard, independently from cost context or

class distribution. The ROC curve identifies good classification results, which are

better than a random guess, and bad classification results, which are worse than a

random guess. Thus, in the graph which plots the ROC curve, values which tend

to the point (0,1), i.e. where the false positive rate is 0 and the true positive rate

is 1, are considered good classification results. (James et al., 2013)

The ROC curve can be extended upon by calculating the area under the ROC curve,

commonly known as the AUC. This method is well suited for comparing different

models in order to find those which perform well (Fawcett, 2005). Although, it

should be noted that in the context of binary classifiers such as a classification

tree, the result produces a point in the ROC space rather than a curve for different

probabilistic thresholds (Cèsar Ferri, 2002).

2.1.5 Model enhancement through Ensemble Methods

Through techniques developed in the field of data mining and machine learning,

the predictive ability of CART models can be improved upon by resampling with

replacement from the initial data set. Two main methods are discussed below

which include combining several separate tree models into what is called an

ensemble. (Moisen, 2008)

In Bagging, B different bootsrapped training data sets are generated from the

original data set. For each of the bootstrapped data sets, a decision tree is built,

resulting inB decision trees that are used to perform a majority vote. The majority

vote means that the most class prediction among the B decision trees that is most

common is the resulting prediction. The bagging model is thus a function of B.

(James et al., 2013)
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Random forests improve on the ideas of Bagging by a minor alteration to the

procedure that decorrelates the trees. As in Bagging, B bootstrapped training data

samples are firstly generated. However, when each split is made, a random sample

of m predictors are chosen from the full set of p predictors. The idea behind this

procedure is that a strong predictor might always be chosen at the top split in

Bagging. If all B trees are constructed in this manner, they are highly correlated

due to the strong predictor. Thusly, Random forests counteracts such correlation.

It is important to note that the resulting model is not only is a function of B, but

also m. Moreover, if m = p, this simply becomes Bagging and in effect, Bagging is

a specific case of Random forests (James et al., 2013).

2.1.6 Variable Importance

In a binary classification tree, internal nodes t are labeled with a test which in turn

results in a split, thus yielding two children tL and tR. When the tree is built, from

a training sample of size N , a recursive approach is employed were at each node t

the best split s∗ is found through maximising the decrease:

∆i(s, t) = i(t)− pLi(tL)− pRi(tR) (12)

for some impurity measure i(t) (e.g. Gini impurity) and where pL = NtL/Nt and

pR = NtR/Nt (Gilles Louppe and Geurts, 2013).

In the context of variable importance the aforementioned information is

important as one of the most common ways to determine the importance of

variable Xm is based on the ∆i(s, t).

For a random forest, or any other multi-tree structure, it is possible to determine

the importance of variable Xm by adding up the weighted impurity decreases for

all nodes where the variable is used and the average it out over all trees in the

forest. Breiman (2002), represented this as:

Imp(Xm) =
1

NT

∑
T

∑
t∈T :v(st)=Xm

p(t)∆i(st, t) (13)

Where p(t) is the proportion Nt/N of samples reaching node t and v(st) is the
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variable used in the split st.

2.2 Data Sampling Methods

When conducting statistical analyses, a potential problem is that the response

variable is heavily skewed towards one of the classes in the data set. This

impacts the classification algorithm and forces it to abundantly predict the value

towards which the response variable is skewed. The literature suggests that in

situations like this over- or under-sampling alternatively a combination of both

(Guo Haixiang and Bing, 2017). Furthermore, there exists sampling methods

which extrapolate on the bootstrapping method by sampling synthetic data from

the feature space.

2.2.1 Over-sampling

The basic idea behind over-sampling is to create synthetic results by copying

instances of the minority class in order to balance the data-set (Japkowicz,

2000). Using the over-sampling approach has the obvious advantage that all

information contained in the original detest is also contained in the over-sampled

data-set. Although, there exists a trade-off between information retention and

computational efficiency .

2.2.2 Under-sampling

In contrast to over-sampling, under-sampling works the other way around

and observations belonging to the majority class is at random deleted in

order to get a balanced class distribution (Japkowicz, 2000). The major

disadvantage of the under-sampling method is that there is no guarantee that all

information is included in the generated data-set. An advantage however, is that

computations become more efficient since the under-sampled-data-set contains

fewer observations than the original data set.
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2.2.3 Both-sampling

The both-sampling method is, as the name suggests, a combination of over-

and under-sampling. Thus it retains more information than the under-sampled

set while not becoming quite as computationally complex as the over-sampled

set.

2.2.4 SMOTE - Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique

SMOTE is a sampling technique in which the minority class is over-sampled by

creating synthetic data entries rather than adding copies of existing ones. The

idea is to take a point p in the feature space and find the k closest neighbours.

Then new synthetic examples are drawn by randomly placing new examples on

the line segment joining the p and its nearest neighbours k (Nitesh V. Chawla

and Kegelmeyer, 2002). Furthermore, Nitesh V. Chawla and Kegelmeyer (2002)

motivates the usage of SMOTE by showing that it, combined with under-sampling,

outperforms plain under-sampling.

2.2.5 ROSE - Random OverSampling Examples

In order to combat the two main effects of a skewed class distribution (model

estimation and model evaluation), Menardi and Torelli (2010) propose an

alternative way to create a balanced data set. The method is based on the a

smoothed bootstrap. Let χ be the feature space, Υj equal the subset of class

j’s, and nj be the number of observations belonging to class j. The method for

generating new examples is as follows:

1. Select y = Υj ∈ Υ with probability 1
2

– i.e. select a class for synthetic

creation.

2. Select (xi, yi) such that yi = y with probability pi =
1
nj

.

3. Sample x from KHj
(·, xi), with KHj

being a probability density function

centered at xi and Hj a matrix of scale parameters - i.e. utilize bootstrap

to create a synthetic data entry from the randomly selected real data entry.
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Note that Hj determines the width of their neighborhood in the feature space

and KHj
is usually chosen from the set of uni-model, symmetric distributions

(Menardi and Torelli, 2010).
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3 Previous research

It seems as if there has been no previous studies investigating the relationship

between flight search parameters and exit conversion rate. It is not unlikely that

such investigations have been made by companies in possession of such data, but

that these are not public scientific articles. Several studies have used regression

techniques to investigate factors affecting the flight ticket price, (Groves and Gini,

2011, Janssen, 2014) but not the flight search parameters. Consequently, this

study is presented as a pilot study in using CART to analyse conversion rates.
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4 Methodology

4.1 Literature study

In order to obtain the theoretical knowledge required for the execution of this

thesis, a literature study was conducted into CART. The study of CART was firstly

done using literature on the subject (Breiman et al., 1984, James et al., 2013,

Moisen, 2008, Montgomery et al., 1982), after which several practical studies

using CART were researched (Breiman, 1996, Feldman and Gross, 2005, Fonarow

et al., 2005, Groves and Gini, 2011, Irimia-Dieguez et al., 2015, Janssen, 2014,

Landis and Koch, 1977, Lemon et al., 2003, Yoo et al., 2012).

4.2 Data handling

4.2.1 Data collection

The data supplied by SAS had been collected by a major flight search engine

company during the period between 5 February and 8 March. Two data sets were

supplied; one containing data on the searches and one containing data on the

exits.

The search data consisted of over 8 million observed search queries with

each search containing 48 different parameters. The exit data consisted of

approximately 600 thousand observed exits where each exit contained 222

different parameters. It should be noted that many of these parameters refer to

flight leg-specific information, e.g. time and date of the flight leg, IATA code of

airline, and location coordinates, which is empty for many entries as most flights

are direct. According to the data provider, the exit data was a subset of the search

data, i.e. all exits in the exit data should have a corresponding search row in the

search data.
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4.2.2 Scoping and matching data

As stated, the data from SAS had over 8 million data entries. In order reduce the

size of the data to a manageable degree, the data was scoped and filtered on the

routes. Firstly, the exit data was sorted by number of data points with respect

to the routes parameter. Thereafter, routes were picked, in order of size, until

the routes selected accumulated approximately 10% of all exit data points. Any

routes which did not include any Nordic city, i.e. not in SAS core region, were

excluded.

Moreover, in the early stages of the thesis, it was assumed that search data rows

and exit data rows would be matched for example by having an identical ID

common to each search-exit pair. This was however not the case. Clearly, the

mathematical analysis required each search data row to also contain a binary entry

which indicated whether it had resulted in a conversion or not. Thus, a matching

algorithm was constructed in Python.

The algorithm matched searches to exits based on 16 parameters that had the

same name and same values for both the exit and search data. Despite having 16

different parameters, there were many combinations of these 16 that occurred in

several search data rows and several exit data rows. Thus, search queries with

a certain combination of these 16 parameters could match to an exit row that

was not necessarily its corresponding exit. Consequently, there was no guarantee

that the matching algorithm identified exactly which searches had resulted in

exits. But, since these 16 parameters were matched, it was guaranteed that an

exit had been made from a search query with a certain combination for these 16

parameters. Thus, only these 16 parameters could be used as regressor variables

for the analysis. These 16 parameters were the following:
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Original Variable Name Explanation

originCountry Country of origin of flight

destinationCountry Country of destination of flight

osName
Name of operating

system (e.g. iOS, Windows)

osVersion Version of operating system

Device
Type of device

(Desktop, Mobile, Tablet)

browserName Name of browser used for the search

currency Currency which search had set

locale
Language locale of

browser (e.g. ”se-SV” for Swedish”)

passengerAdult Number of adult passengers

passengerChild Number of child passengers

passengerInfant Number of infant passengers

kind
Type of flight

(Return, One-way, Multi-City)

cabinClass
Cabin class of search

(Economy, Premium, First class, Business)

routes First leg origin and final destination

market
For which market the search

was made (DK, SE, NO, FI)

exit
Binary parameter resulting from

matching algorithm (True or False)

Table 4.1: Parameter Dictionary

In order to combat the potential over-matching of a data, since an exit could

possibly be mapped to multiple searches, exits which were matched to a search

were then removed from the matching set.

Initially, the matching algorithm only matched approximately 60% of the exits

to searches. Under the assumption that the exit data was a subset of the search
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data, this posed a confounding problem, since all the exit data should logically

be matched with the search data. Consequently, the data needed to be further

investigated in order to illuminate potential issues driving the relatively low

matching quotient.

Firstly, the investigation reveled that there existed parameter values in the exit

data that did not exist in the search data. For example, there existed data entries

in the exit data with locale parameter values of ”en-GG” although no data entry in

the search data had the corresponding value. Secondly, the analysis illuminated

that the data files received where not equally encoded and thus some entries

had hidden characters. These problems were solved by first cleaning the data

and ensuring that the data-sets where equally encoded. The exit data entries

containing parameter values not found in the search data were then deleted. The

latter resulted in a decrease of data by 95 data-points, equivalent of approximately

0.17% of all exits. The method outlined above increased the matching quotient by

22 percent points, resulting in a total of approximately 82%.

Investigating the data further by filtering on certain parameters, it was found that

there existed data entries for the exits that either did not exist in the search data

or alternatively had been subject to problems with the data-gathering. Moreover,

as no patterns suggesting the latter were observed, it was assumed that there were

missing data entries in the search data.

As mentioned, the investigation yielded findings which were levered in order to

improve the matching quotient. Furthermore, as seen in the table below all cities

matching quotients were approximately equal, implying that the problem does not

lie in isolated silos of the data but rater in the data-set as a whole.

From Observed Exits Matched Exits Percentage

Copenhagen 35065 28907 82.44%

Stockholm 25637 20832 81.26%

Oslo 3511 2835 80.75%

Total 64213 52574 81.87%

Table 4.2: Table of exit matches
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4.2.3 Qualitative pre-processing of data

The classification algorithm would not include any parameters which do not

have a predictive ability of the exit parameter. Thus, inclusion of non-predictive

parameters would not influence the model, since more predictive parameters

would always be chosen. Hence, as many parameters as possible were included

in the model building. For computational reasons not all parameters could be

included as they included to many unique variables which the program could not

handle. Therefore, the parameters osVersion, currency, and locale were removed

from the models.

Moreover, the data was divided into a training- and a test data set, where the

training data would be used to fit (train) the model, and the test data set to evaluate

the model. Recall that the literature reviewed advised that such a split would be

suitable if the data set contained a minimum of 200 data points, as mentioned in

section 2.1.3. Considering that the data set used in this thesis contained 604,357

data points, this was deemed as an adequate size to make a split. The data was

sampled randomly where 90% of the data set was sampled into the training data

and the remaining 10% into the test data.

4.3 Model development

4.3.1 Program and packages

The program R version 3.5.1 was used to create and evaluate the models. Several

different packages were used for different purposes and these are listed in the table

below.

Package Purpose

tree Builds CART trees.

randomForest Create random forests.

ROSE Sample data with ROSE, under, over, and both methods

ROCR Extraction of ROC curve and AUC.

DMwR Sample data with SMOTE method
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4.3.2 Model fitting

Clearly, in this study, conversion was a categorical and binary variable which

either took on the value TRUE or FALSE for a specific search query. The method

employed in this project was thus a classification tree. The fitting of the model was

conducted according to the steps outlined in section 2.1.3 in broad, but naturally

deviates from them to a certain degree. As stated in section 2.1.3, the first step

in fitting a classification decision tree is deciding which splitting rule should be

used. As the reader may recall, two candidates are at disposal for such a decision

tree: the Twoing splitting criterion and the Gini splitting criterion. However, the

Twoing criterion is only suitable for multiclass problems, i.e. where the response

variable can take on values of three or more classes. Thus, the Gini splitting

criterion was used. Afterwards, an overly large tree was fitted to the training data

using the package tree. Using the test data, the misclassification rate was then

calculated for all smaller subtrees to find the optimal tree size to which the overly

large tree was pruned.

In the iterative process of developing and assessing the model, it was hypothesized

that the skewness of the data (the response variable was FALSE more than 91% of

the time) caused the model to overwhelmingly predict the response as FALSE,

since this would minimize the Gini splitting criterion (in building the overly

large tree) and the misclassification rate (in determining the optimal tree size).

In effect, the model would be poor at predicting search entries with an exit

conversion, but better at predicting entries without an exit conversion. In order

to remedy this problem, a two stage model was implemented where different

sampling techniques were coupled with a set of possible classification methods.

As mentioned in section 2.2, there are several sampling techniques which are

designed to remedy the problems of a skewed data set. This structure allowed

a large set of models to be developed and further evaluated.

In summary, several sampling methods were used to generate new training data

sets. Lastly, for each training data set generated by the sampling methods,

numerous classification models were constructed. This rigorous approach yielded

a total of 47 classification models which were evaluated against one other utilizing

several assessment metrics.
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4.3.3 Sampling Methods

In this section, the different sampling methods utilized are presented.

1. Standard training set

2. Under-sampling

3. Over-sampling

4. Both-sampling

5. SMOTE

6. ROSE

The SMOTE sampling method is extremely computational complex and it was

deemed unfeasible apply the algorithm to use the whole training set. Instead, the

training set was split in half and SMOTE was applied to this smaller set.

4.3.4 Classification Models

In the following section all classification models coupled with the sampling

methods are presented.

Classification Model I: Fully Grown Classification Tree

First, a basic classification tree was grown with the gini splitting rule. This

standard tree was implemented with the tree package.

Classification Model II: Pruned TreeWith respect to Deviance

Fitting a basic classification tree often results in a over-fitted model. In an attempt

to create a better tree the basic model was pruned. The pruning was done with

respect to deviance, i.e. finding the sub-tree that yielded the smallest deviance

measure.

ClassificationModel III: Pruned Treewith respect toMisclassification

Like model II, the pruning is done in order to combat the over-fitting produced

by the standard tree. Although, in contrast to model II, the pruning was done

with respect misclassification - i.e. yielding the tree with the lowest level of

misclassification.
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Classification Model IX: Random Forest

The package randomForest was used to perform the ensemble method on

the original data set. The choice of random forest as the ensemble method

was motivated by its relatively straightforward implementation, its capability

of handling combinations of continuous, desecrate and categorical variables.

Furthermore, the random forest method has a proven ability to perform well when

little is know about the distribution of variables.

Moreover, the random forest algorithm can with ease be levered to find the relative

importance of variables thorough the majority votes of the trees, thus the method

provides a great tool for answering our research question.

Loss Matrix - Implementing Application Specific Cost

Given the information contained in the dataset and the research question, it was

deemed that a loss matrix (application specific cost) should be constructed. The

loss matrix was constructed so that the costs are set to the inverse of the class

distributions - i.e. the cost of misclassifying a TRUE as a FALSE was set to
1

# TRUE predictors
# Total observations

= n
# True predictions .

The loss matrix was then attached to both the pruning methods as well as the

random forest in an attempt to improve the models in classifying the TRUE values

as TRUE, as these are deemed more important than classifying a FALSE as a

FALSE.

A comment on this method is that while it may even out the distribution

between False-Positives and Positive-Falses, it decreases the overall accuracy of

the model.
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4.3.5 Program Implementation

As mentioned above (see section 4.3.2) all classification models were built for each

of the sampling method data sets. In an attempt to clarify the procedure, pseudo

code for the model building is provided below.

Import all data

Create training and independent test set

for sampling method X:

sample training data according to method X

for classification model Y :

Train Classification model Y

Test and evlauate Classification model Y

4.3.6 Model assessment

The 47 classification models obtained through combining the sampling methods

with classification models where all evaluated. In order to analyze the results,

the models needed to be assessed and analyzed against metrics designed to assess

such models. The tools employed were the Kappa score, balanced accuracy, the

F1 score (composed of precision and recall), and the area under the ROC curve,

AUC.
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5 Results

As stated, the data received was split into two sets, one containing search data and

one containing exit data. Thus the data structure did not show whether or not a

initiated search resulted in a exit. Furthermore, there existed no unique ID for

searches and exits to couple them and thus a matching algorithm needed to be

implemented.

The matching algorithm utilized 16 of 48 parameters in order to find a match.

With the logic, only the parameters used to find the matches could be used as

regressors. The algorithm was able to match 52574 (81.87%) out of 64213 exits.

For more detail, see table 4.2.

5.1 Model building and evaluation findings

As the models were generated and evaluated, the metrics discussed earlier were

recorded. In the following table the best models with respect to each metric are

presented, further referred to as the candidate models. For the scores off all

models, the reader is referred to table 14.1 in the Appendix.

Model (Sampling method) Metric Score

Full Gini Tree (ROSE) Kappa 0.14114

Random Forest w. loss matrix (ROSE) Balanced Accuracy 0.71227

Pruned Misclass w. loss matrix (SMOTE) Precision 0.99943

Pruned Misclass (T/T)* Recall 0.63889

Random Forest w. loss matrix (ROSE) F1 score 0.26711

Random Forest w. loss matrix (ROSE) AUC 0.71227
* Refers to Standard sample Training and Test set

Table 5.1: Best models with regards to assessment metrics

As seen above, Random Forest w. loss matrix (ROSE) achieved the highest score in

three categories. The following table summarises all the scores for the four unique

models that recorded the highest score with respect to some metric. Furthermore,
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the models relative performance compared to the best in metric-class model is

presented.

MODEL (Sampling Method) Kappa Balanced Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score AUC

Pruned Misclass (T/T) 0.02230 0.50621 0.01313 0.63889 0.02573 0.50621

Pruned Misclass w. loss matrix (SMOTE) 0.07043 0.65164 0.99943 0.12030 0.21475 0.65164

Full Gini Tree (ROSE) 0.14114 0.70929 0.84703 0.15847 0.26699 0.70929

Random Forest w. loss matrix (ROSE) 0.14083 0.71227 0.86187 0.15805 0.26711 0.71227

Pruned Misclass (T/T) 15.8% 71.1% 1.3% 100.0% 9.6% 71.1%

Pruned Misclass w. loss matrix (SMOTE) 49.9% 91.5% 100.0% 18.8% 80.4% 91.5%

Full Gini Tree (ROSE) 100.0% 99.6% 84.8% 24.8% 99.9% 99.6%

Random Forest w. loss matrix (ROSE) 99.8% 100.0% 86.2% 24.7% 100.0% 100.0%

Table 5.2: Best models and their relative score to best in class for each metric

5.1.1 Confusion Matrices for candidate models

In the following section, the confusion matrices obtained using the test data are

presented for all the candidate models.

For the first candidate model, the Pruned Misclass (T/T), performed well with

respect to the recall metric and as seen below this is due to the classifier classifying

almost all test values as FALSE.

Predicted True Predicted False

Actual True 69 5187

Actual False 39 55141

Table 5.3: Confusion Matrix for Pruned Misclass (T/T)

The second candidate model, the Pruned Misclassification tree with a loss matrix

and SMOTE sampled training set, yielded a very good precision score, but

misclassified at a high rate FALSE as TRUE.

Predicted True Predicted False

Actual True 5253 3

Actual False 38414 16766

Table 5.4: Confusion Matrix for Pruned Misclass w. loss Matrix (SMOTE)
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The third and the fourth candidate models , the Fully Grown Gini Tree and the

Random Forest with a loss matrix, both with training data sampled with the ROSE

method, performed similarly with respect to the metrics. As presented in the

tables below (tables 5.5 and 5.6), the main difference is that the Random forest

is slightly better at predicting actual TRUE values while the Fully grown Tree

performs marginally better in assigning FALSE.

Predicted True Predicted False

Actual True 4452 804

Actual False 23642 31538

Table 5.5: Confusion Matrix for Full Gini Tree (ROSE)

Predicted True Predicted False

Actual True 4530 726

Actual False 24132 31048

Table 5.6: Confusion Matrix for Random Forest w. loss Matrix (ROSE)

5.2 Final model

Based on the results presented above, the random forest algorithm with the

ROSE sampling method implemented was selected for use as the final model.

The motivation will be further discussed but is based in the models theoretical

robustness in conjunction with its ability to mathematical find the relative

importance between parameters. Moreover, as it performs approximately on par

with the Full Gini Tree where the training data is sampled with the ROSE method,

the decision of which model to be selected as the final model is essentially to a

trade-off between interpretability and robustness - where the latter was deemed

more important.
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5.3 Relative importance of parameters

From the final model the relative importance of the parameters employed is shown

in the plot below.

Figure 5.1: Variable Importance (Mean Decrease in Gini) for Random Forest w.
loss Matrix (ROSE)

As seen in the figure, browserName is deemed the significantly most important

variable. Moreover, routes, passengerAdult, and market all receive relatively

high importance scores.
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6 Discussion

6.1 Candidate model elimination

The proposed candidate models were extracted as the best class performers

with respect to each evaluation metric. As seen in table 5.2, high performance

with respect to one metric does not guarantee that the model will perform well

with respect to other metrics, which is required for a model to be considered

adequate.

Proceeding with this as a basis for further discussion regarding the model

selection, through investigating the second part of table 5.2 it becomes clear that

candidate models one and two should be discarded as they perform poorly with

respect to several metrics, both relatively and absolutely. For example, the Pruned

Misclass tree with the standard sampled training data achieves a high Recall

score although it performs relatively poorly in the kappa, precision and F1 score.

Furthermore, the area under the ROC curve (AUC) indicates that the model is just

slightly better than randomly guessing. Moreover, the Pruned Misclass Tree with

a loss matrix and SMOTE sampled training data, reveals insufficient performance

in both Kappa, Recall, and F1 ScoreWith above in mind, these models were

excluded from the candidate models subset, leaving the Fully Grown Gini Tree

(ROSE) and Random Forest w. loss matrix (ROSE) as the two final models to be

evaluated.

6.2 Comparison of selected candidate models

It is evident from table 5.2 that the last two candidate models perform relatively

similar in all metrics used. The main question of which model to use is essentially

a trade-off between ease of interpretation and robustness. As discussed earlier

in the thesis, one of the main advantages with the random forest model is its

decrease in sensitivity. Furthermore, given its logic with predicting the class of

new data based on a majority vote among the grown trees, it provides a good

measure of importance among variables – which, at its core, is what this thesis
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aims to investigate.

However, the random forest model is not easily visualized since it produces a

large number of trees, with each contributing to the consolidated analysis that the

random forest model then offers. The grown gini Tree is much easier to interpret

as it can, even though it is relatively large, be visualized. Although, it is in theory

much more sensitive to the data provided and thus implies a higher variance.

Furthermore, the relative importance of parameters is not as easy to evaluate as

the model is greedy in its nature and thus might provide a false answer to this

question.

Finally, the random forest model was selected as the final model; a decision which

was anchored in what is mentioned above in conjunction with its slightly better

predictability with respect to the TRUE class – as this was deemed more important

than being able to classify actual FALSEs.

Since both of the selected candidate models, which were the best among all models

evaluated, perform poorly with respect to the assessment metrics, this suggests

that the predictive ability of the chosen regressors is poor.

6.3 Key Parameters Discussion

As presented in figure 5.1, browserName is deemed to be most important variable

in classifying searches by the random forest analysis. Thus this parameter could in

theory also be an important factor to consider in a multitude of business decisions,

for example in directed marketing. This result should however be contemplated

with a perspective rooted in reality. It might seem odd that the browser used

to conduct the search should have such a significant impact on flight search

conversion, especially since no other parameter was nowhere near as significant.

Assessing the variable distribution in the parameter class, it is noted that approx

27.5% of the browser name variables have value NULL which could be one driving

factor behind this result. For similar reasons, the high importance of osName is

odd since there is no reasonable explanation for why consumers using a certain

operating system would to a larger degree choose to converse onto an airline

website. However, since the data suggests that both of these variables have a
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high importance, especially browserName, investigating why this is should be an

interesting topic for further inquiry.

Furthermore, Routes, passengerAdult and market all receive relatively high

parameter importance scores (in descending order). These results imply that

there exists some relationship between how, where, and to what destination

potential travelers are searching for and exit conversion.

Specifically, the fact that routes receive a high importance score suggests that

searches for certain origins and destinations have a higher or lower conversion

rates to exits than others. PassenegerAdult’s parameter importance score

suggests that searches for some groups of adult passengers are more keen to result

in a exit than others. Furthermore, the results for market shows that the location

of a user is a factor to consider when assessing the likelihood of conversion.

The results should be viewed directly in the lens of the research question:

”Using CART methods, what are the key search parameters in deciding existing

conversion rate?”. Based on the results presented and discussion, the short

answer is that the key parameters are the browser used, the planned route

(origin and destination), the number of adult passengers and the OS of the

device used. However, these results need to be set in contrast to the models

overall performance, which is relatively poor. This implies that the parameters

highlighted as important from the final model can be questioned as the model

poorly mimics the real world.

6.4 Overall performance discussion

It has been concluded that even the best models did not perform well for example,

no candidate model achieved a kappa score of over 0.2 – which is the minimal

threshold for a model to be viewed as a fair predictor. In the early stages of this

study, ambitions were to use many more regressor variables in order to find the

ones with the best predictive ability. However, due to a search data not being

matched with exit data and the matching algorithm which had to be constructed,

many potential regressors were lost. For example, the time of when a search

had been made was initially planned to indicate if the search had been made in
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the morning, during lunchtime, in the afternoon, or in the evening. Addition of

regressors can never decrease the model performance and it is thus hypothesized

that additional regressors might improve model performance with respect to

employed metrics.

Further issues with the data also indicated that some exit data could not be

matched with search data. Hence, some search data might be left unmatched,

which would give a higher exit conversion rate among the search data points

investigated. Furthermore, there were, as previously stated, some values for

certain regressors which were found in the exit data but not in the search data.

This suggest that there are anomalies between the search data and the exit

data. In effect, these problems should be highlighted as a potential source of

error and cause of misrepresentation of the real world on behalf of the models

produced.

A solution to both abovementioned problems would be to simply match each

search query with its eventual exit conversion. This would increase the number

of regressors available for analysis, make certain that each exit data point is

matched to its corresponding search query, and perhaps remedy the mismatch

problem.

6.5 Methodology evaluation

As the reader is familiar with, the core logic behind developing the final model

in this thesis was to couple a multitude of classification models with a set of

data sampling method. An alternative approach would be to initially utilize the

classification models on a smaller set of sampling methods in order to extract the

best candidate models. Thereafter, the chosen models could be further developed

through hyper-tuning of the parameters (e.g. allowed tree depth, minimum

number of data-points needed to split a node etc.). This could potentially result

models better tailored to this specific application.

Regarding the metrics utilized to evaluate the models, the balanced accuracy

and AUC yield the same exact same result. As the ROC curve for classification

trees essential is a point in the ROC-space, the AUC – composed of simple
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geometry shapes – can easily be shown to yield the same result as the balanced

accuracy score. Thus, removing one of the metrics makes the evaluation more

straightforward as the metric space is reduced without loss of information.
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7 Recommendation for future studies

As highlighted in the thesis, even the best model had a poor predicative ability.

While this is true, one should keep in mind that classification trees perform worse

with respect to predictability than its counterparts (e.g. logistic regression) and

that the main advantage with classification trees as a method is its ability to

handle complex combinations of continuous, discrete and categorical parameters.

Moreover, the number of regressors used to produce this model was limited and

there are in fact additional variables which can be used to construct a prediction

model for the exit conversion rate. Thus, the viability of using classification

trees and especially random forest to classify and find important variables in

this context should not be discarded, and the focus should lie in investigating if

additional variables could be potential predictors for exit conversion rate.

The regressor problem which occurred in this thesis lies in the data, with respect

to both structure and quality, and this could have impacted the study in a negative

way. Thus, a recommendation for extrapolation on this work would be to ensure

that both these conditions are deemed as satisfactory.

Furthermore, as the International Air Transportation Association (IATA) has

developed a new standardisation for presenting individual aviation products,

which will nuance different value offerings by more than just time and price. This

new data set, with an enlarged feature space, could potentially provide a multitude

of new important factors to consider in showcasing included sub products such as

if a meal is included or not, and if checked in baggage is included in the price.

As this is currently in the roll-out phase the recommendation for further studies

would be to utilize this data to tailor the analysis for different categories of airline

carriers (low cost vs. traditional). (IATA, 2018)

Combining the classification models employed in this report with a database of

high quality containing a larger feature space of interesting parameters could

illuminate some interesting answers to the research question stated in this

thesis.
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8 Conclusion

In the aim of answering the research question for this part of the thesis, a

multitude of classification trees and sampling methods were employed. The best

model extracted from the procedure highlighted that the five most important

parameters in deciding conversion are:

• browserName – Name of browser used.

• Routes – Origin and destination of the search query.

• osName – The name of the operating system on the device used.

• passengerAdult – The number of adult passengers in need of tickets for a

specific search query.

• Market – The country/market of where the search user is.

However, as even the best model predicted poorly in the feature space utilized,

these results should be questioned to some extent. Thus, the main conclusion that

can be drawn from this report is that deploying a CART in order to classify and

find the key parameters in deciding the exit conversion rate is feasible since the

method, combined with adequate data-sampling techniques, does indeed produce

results. Furthermore, since it seems as if this is the first paper utilizing CART

to assess the most important search parameters in determining exit conversion,

the results could be treated as an indication that the method is viable enough to

warrant further research.
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Part III

Analysis of the impact of

comparison websites on the

airline industry
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9 Theoretical framework

9.1 Porter’s five forces

Porter’s five forces framework is often utilized when analyzing strategy in the

competitive landscape of an industry. As the name suggests five factors are

considered as the driving forces of the competitive landscape (Porter, 1998).

Rivalry among
existing

competitors

Threat of
substitutes

Bargaining
power of
suppliers

Bargaining
power of users

Threat of new
entrants

Figure 9.1: Porter’s 5 forces framework

The factors determine the attractiveness of an industry – for example, if all forces

exert pressure on a firm, this reduces the profitability of an industry making

it unattractive. A change in the forces alters the competitive landscape and

often pressures organizations within the industry to make strategic adjustments

(Porter, 1998). Rivalry among existing competitors depends on current rivalries

and to what degree they exert pressure on a firm. Bargaining power of suppliers is

the amount of leverage that suppliers have in relation to a firm. For example,

if a firm depends on only one supplier, the supplier might have considerable

leverage. The same principle applies to the Bargaining power of users, i.e. how

much leverage consumers have in relation to the firm. The Threat of new entrants

describes how easily new firms can establish themselves on the market and the

potential pressure that this exerts on the firm. Finally, the Threat of substitutes

depends on the degree to which the operations of a firm are threatened by products

which can potentially act as substitutes for the product or service that the firm
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sells. (Porter, 1998)

The five forces can be divided into two categories: horizontal and vertical

competition forces. The rivalry of existing firms, the threat of new entrants, and

the threat of substitute products are horizontal competition forces, whereas the

bargaining power of consumers and the bargaining power of suppliers are vertical

competition forces. This is because the term horizontal refers to horizontally

across the industry, and the term vertical refers to vertically up and down the

supply chain. (Porter, 1998)

9.2 SWOT Analysis

The SWOT analysis is a conceptual framework which evaluates the strategic

position of an organization by evaluating the external and internal factors each

with regards to positive and negative aspects. This generates four dimensions

from which an organization can be analysed:

1. Internal positive: Strengths

2. Internal negative: Weaknesses

3. External positive: Opportunities

4. External negative: Threats

Helpful Harmful
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Opportunities Threats

Figure 9.2: SWOT - matrix
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9.2.1 Internal analysis

The main objective of the internal analysis is to identify the source of competitive

advantage (strengths) and disadvantage (weaknesses). The question thus arises

how such advantages/disadvantages are identified. What is a competitive

advantage for one firm is usually a competitive disadvantage for another, since

such parameters are measured relative to each other. In practice, this means that

one identifies strengths by finding a competitive advantage, and weaknesses by

finding a lack of competitive advantage that other competitors possess.

Naturally, one requires a method of identifying a competitive advantage. This

is proposed by Sammut-Bonnici and Galea (2015) by analyzing at the internal

resources and capabilities of an organization. Furthermore, resources can be

defined as either tangible or intangible resources, where examples of tangible

such are raw materials, machinery, and land, and examples of intangible ones are

human capital, supplier networks, and brand equity. Capabilities are collectively

defined as the firm’s ability to make efficient use of its resources. Examples of

capabilities are developing new technologies and reducing costs by making the

production line more efficient.

9.2.2 External analysis

The external analysis is naturally focused on a predicative analysis of what the

future holds for an organization. Trends in consumer behaviour, alteration in

the supply structure, or new technology can be both threats and opportunities

depending on their configuration with respect to the organization in question and

its market environment. (Sammut-Bonnici and Galea, 2015)
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10 Methodology

The methodology of this part of the thesis can be segmented into two main

sections: the research and the analysis. The research aimed to garner knowledge

of the subject and to provide content for the analysis. The analysis sought

to answer the research question by analyzing the information collected in the

research in the SWOT-analysis and Porter’s 5 forces frameworks.

10.1 Research

The research of this part of the present thesis was conducted with two main

research methods: a literature study and a qualitative interview study.

10.1.1 Literature study

The literature study was focused on two fronts. Firstly, the literature on the

theoretical frameworks employed were studied in order to garner knowledge of

these methods. Furthermore, previous research on the topic of this study was

researched in order to procure information to analyze and is presented in section

11.1.1.

10.1.2 Interview

One interview was held with Rickard Gustafson at the SAS management office.

The interview aimed extract both general information that could help answer the

posed research question, but also specific questions relating to the frameworks

employed in this thesis. Thus, the interview was conducted with two sets of

questions. The first set of questions probed in general about how the emergence

of CWs had affected the airline industry both from a strategic perspective and an

operational perspective. The second set of questions asked specific questions on

how the emergence of CWs had affected airlines from the perspective of Porter’s

5 forces and the 4 aspects of the SWOT-analysis.
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10.2 Analysis

It should be noted that both frameworks employed are usually applied to one

organization in an industry, while this study considered the entire airline industry

in general. Moreover, this study aimed specifically to investigate the impact of

CWs on the airline industry. Thus, these frameworks considered the situation

of the average airline company in the airline industry with focus on the aspects

relevant to the emergence of CWs. This meant that only statements true for nearly

all airline companies were considered in the analysis and no segmentation, for

example grouping airlines into network carriers and LCCs were made.

Moreover, the analysis using the Porter framework will analyze how the

emergence of CWs has impacted each of the five forces and their subsequent effect

on the power of an airline. The SWOT-analysis will look at the current situation

of an airline, with the idea that observing strengths, weaknesses, threats, and

opportunities that have arisen with the emergence of CWs.
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11 Results

11.1 Research

11.1.1 Literature study

There have been made several studies into the airline industry with respect to the

emergence of CWs. In general, there exist a consensus regarding the impact of

CWs on the airline industry.

Firstly, an extensive research study conducted by Holland et al. (2016) employed

three models to investigate consumer search behaviour. These three models are

displayed in a figure below.

Figure 11.1: Search patterns (Holland et al., 2016)
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Model 1 displays a search behaviour more common to loyal airline customers

and Model 2 one more common to loyal OTA customers. With regards to

loyalty, investigations by Harteveldt (2016) have elucidated that the majority

of consumers in air travel are willing to change airlines to stay within budget.

Furthermore, Harteveldt (2016) concludes that there is a diminishing loyalty

in the airline industry. This could be attributed to the emergence of Low-

Cost Carriers (LCCs), which might also be an effect of the emergence of CWs.

Indeed, studies have also shown that the emergence of CWs have increased price

transparency Holland et al. (2016), Jacobs et al. (2017).

Model 3 illustrates the search behaviour of consumers that use meta-search

engines or only use OTAs for price comparison functionality. Jacobs et al. (2017)

have found that such consumers use CWs to generate a solution space from which

an airline is chosen. The airline websites are then visited to book tickets since

once choice of flight has been made, the operation space is less complex on airline

websites. There are also varying prices across the different websites that cause

consumers to cross-reference both with other CWs and airline websites. The

suggested strategy to adapt to the increased price transparency and altered search

behaviour is for airlines to better complement CWs (Jacobs et al., 2017). One third

of consumers have been reported to believe that they use too many websites and

apps to book flight tickets (Harteveldt, 2016), which suggest that the information

needs to be more aggregated. In conjunction with this, Jacobs et al. (2017) suggest

that ”the final solution space comprises the total number of flight options that

meet the customers’ detailed choice criteria”, and that these criteria should scope

the initial search further.

The term consideration set will here mean the number of airline websites that a

consumer visits before ending their search process. Holland et al. (2016) found

that this number is between 2.5 and 3.0 for the US and German markets, but this

number did not include the potential number of airlines considered by a consumer

using a CW. Indeed, the study conducted by Jacobs et al. (2017) found the

consideration set to be significantly larger when investigating how many airline

brands a consumer considers when using a CW. Whether or not this number is

higher or lower than prior to the emergence of CWs is not clear.
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Lastly, studies have elucidated the connection between CWs and the growth of

mobile as a distribution channel. In fact, Harteveldt (2016) reports that industry

experts believe that mobile will not only be the largest distribution channel; it will

be ”the” distribution channel. At the same time, CWs have been reported to have

significantly better mobile apps and websites for comparing prices and booking

functionality with respect to customer experience, compared to airlines (Carey

et al., 2017). Furthermore, consumers via mobile are quite different from their

desktop counterparts with a few key characteristics. Carey et al. (2017) report

that:

1. Mobile users have shorter web sessions.

2. Mobile users rarely return a web session.

3. Mobile users are often preoccupied with something else.

4. Mobile users are looking for quick answers.

11.1.2 Interview

The interviewee (Rickard Gustafson) upheld that the emergence of CWs had

increased price transparency and moreover emphasized that since CWs only

display price and the time table, it has become increasingly difficult for airlines to

differentiate themselves when price becomes the single most important decision

factor. As a result, the interviewee presented that the price of flying has

been falling continuously and that the increase in value due to efficiency and

productivity improvements that airlines have made during this time has almost

exclusively been to the benefit of the consumers, not the airlines’ profitability.

The competition between the airlines had also increased. Additionally, the

interviewee juxtaposed the emergence of CWs with the emergence of LCCs.

Specifically, LCCs core consumer segment to target is leisure travelers who desire

low prices. Thus, they have generally not opted to establish agreements with

OTAs which incur costs, but simply focus on having the lowest price and thus

being displayed frequently on CWs. Finally, in relation to the differentiation

problem, the interviewee disclosed that the IATA (International Air Transport

Association) is currently developing a standard for online distribution that seeks
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mediate differentiation by more thoroughly explaining the product. (Gustafson,

2019)

The interviewee continued to emphasize the increasing importance to own the

customer experience, and that airlines have the opportunity to do this since they

own the product that customers actually purchase, in contrast to CWs. This should

be done by finding smart solutions to collect and utilize data. The interviewee

also emphasized that CWs were not seen as a threat when it comes to vertical

integration, but rather the big tech companies like Google and Amazon. The

reason for this was that such companies, according to the interviewee, could

potentially take over the entire customer experience by selling an entire trip with

everything planned out, and that the role of airlines thus would simply become to

offer a chair on a plane to and from their destination. (Gustafson, 2019)

Moreover, the interviewee noted that big data analytics has become increasingly

important in the airline industry and that the data that CWs accumulate could be

useful in such analyses. Specifically, there is a possibility that such data could be

used by airlines to thoroughly investigate opportunities of establishing themselves

on new routes. The interviewee identifies this as a potential major driver of price

reductions, since the price on a route usually drops 20-25% for each new airline

that runs a specific route. The interviewee distinguished that it necessarily does

not mean that new entrants on the total market have an easier time of making

entry, but rather that this related to the establishment of new routes of existing

airlines. (Gustafson, 2019)

The interviewee agreed, when prompted about the threat of substitutes, that CWs

could have increased this threat slightly, but that the threat of substitutes like

trains, buses, and ferries mostly applied to routes of distance of 500 km or less

and thus that the threat of substitutes already was low. (Gustafson, 2019)
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11.2 Analysis

11.2.1 Porter’s five forces

The degree of existing rivalry is deemed to have increased due to the increased

price transparency and the fact that it has become easier for airlines to establish

themselves on new routes, which increases the rivalry further. Since many

consumers in the flight industry now use CWs and easily find the lowest price

point for a given trip, being one of the candidates within the consumer’s budget

is increasingly important for airline companies. The power of consumers is

found to have increased due to the emergence of CWs. Because of the increased

price transparency, consumers can explore their options faster and better due

to the functionality of CWs. Finally, the threat of substitutes is found to have

slightly increased in part due to the emergence of CWs and in part due to the

development of high-speed trains. Since some OTAs and meta-search engines

have started to include train and coach rides that thus also present alternative

modes of transportation, the emergence of CWs is deemed to have also slightly

increased the threat of substitution (Bachman et al., 2018, Combitrip, 2019).

There has been no evidence that suggests that it has become easier or harder

for new entrants to perform market entry due to the emergence of CWs or that

the bargaining power of suppliers has been affected due to the emergence of

CWs.
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Figure 11.2: Porter’s five forces Results

11.2.2 SWOT Analysis
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Figure 11.3: SWOT – Analysis Results

In relation to the emergence of CWs, airline companies have one major strength,

namely that they control the end product – the flight. This strength should be

leveraged against CWs in order to produce a more favorable situation for the
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individual airline. Naturally, as is the case with the approach this framework

has been employed with, this strength of any airline becomes a threat for all

other airlines simultaneously. Moreover, as the interviewee brought up, airline

companies usually have a large turnover and can thus motion the resources to

analyze relevant data.

Two weaknesses among the airlines have been established due to the emergence

of CWs. Firstly, airline companies have poor mobile apps in comparison to

CWs. This is a weakness since many consumers today conduct their searches via

mobile and not having a competitive presence on this platform is a significant

disadvantage to CWs. The second weakness is that airlines have no aggregation

interest, in comparison to CWs, which do. Naturally, an airline company would

not want to integrate a comparison functionality into their booking system, since

it would alert consumers to other flight tickets available at other airlines. Thus,

airline companies have cannot readily vertically integrate CWs into their business

model.

The first opportunity identified for airline companies in the studied situation, is

that consumers of the air travel industry believe they visit too many websites.

As mentioned in section 11.1.1, a solution to this problem could potentially be

engineered. This presents potential collaborations with CWs wherein airline

companies can perhaps profiteer. The second opportunity arises from the fact that

CWs aggregate prices, and so also large amounts of data from consumers. Search

behaviour could potentially be analyzed, as was attempted in the first part of this

study, in order to better understand the customer. Harnessing this data resource

is potentially an important opportunity that airline companies can utilize.

The first threat identified is the threat of increasing digitalization. The mobile

trend is included in this threat, since airline companies generally have poor

mobile apps. If the mobile trend continues, airline companies could be negatively

impacted if they are not up to speed on the mobile platform. Moreover, increasing

digitalization further includes the threat that CWs might soon to a greater degree

include alternative means of transpiration, in particular high-speed trains. The

second threat is that the trend of diminishing brand loyalty continues. Airline

companies must find new ways to retain their customer base in landscape where
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consumer behaviour is capricious. Thirdly, as the interviewee reported, a major

threat is vertical integration by big tech companies like Google and Amazon that

start offering CW functionality and integrate more and more of the customer

experience.
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12 Discussion

The answer to the question ”How has the emergence of comparison websites

impacted airlines from both a strategic and operational standpoint?” is seemingly

”in many ways”. While one would like to conclude whether the impact has

been negative or positive, the methodology of this thesis does not allow for such

conclusions. According to Porter’s 5 forces, it can be deduced that the overall

competitive landscape has increased and that the airline companies have less

power, which would theoretically strike at their profit margins. This is mainly

due to the increased price transparency that CWs has introduced to the airline

industry. Thus, it is not necessarily reasonable to conclude that the emergence

of CWs has been overwhelmingly negative, but rather that the impact on the

individual airline depends entirely on how it adapts to a changing environment.

Specifically, this is showcased by the testimony of the interview which outlined

how the emergence of CWs has benefited LCCs disproportionately to traditional

airlines.

Subsequently, an important topic of discussion is how airline companies should

adapt. The SWOT-analysis identified that the fact that consumers believe they

visit too many websites is an opportunity. Essentially, CWs are not aggregating

flight options well enough to the consumer’s needs. In conjunction with the

ownership of product that airlines have, it is feasible that airlines could leverage

this strength in cooperations with CWs. Specifically, airlines could seek to collect

further data points on consumer behaviour that CWs could use to better predict

the baseline criteria of a consumer. This strategy should also be employed in

order to deflect the threat of big tech companies owning the entire customer

experience. Furthermore, opportunities arise from the data that CWs collect

on their consumers. Such data includes what the consumers search for, which

airline companies’ flights are displayed, and finally what the consumer chooses.

Analysing such data could be critical for airline companies since it, for example,

could reveal why consumers choose their airline, or why they do not. Harnessing

this analytical resource could greatly impact how airline companies obtain

information about consumer decision behaviour.
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Finally, airline companies should adapt to the weaknesses and the threats that

have been exposed. Firstly, the booking functionality of the mobile app could

be better improved and integrated into CW mobile apps in order to enhance

fluidity between systems. This, of course, is in response to the weakness that the

performance of airlines’ mobile apps show, but furthermore also because of the

threat of the mobile trend continuing.

The approach for this part of the study employed two conventional frameworks

in slightly unconventional ways. However, the methodology was deemed to work

well for the scope set out and the research question posed. One major area for

improvement would certainly be to conduct more extensive research, both with

respect to the literature study, but foremost in investigating what industry experts

think of the subject. For example, no research gathered suggested that the threat

of new entrants had increased, but does not exclude the possibility that it has been

affected. Interviewing more industry experts, perhaps via a questionnaire with

quantitative rating questions that provide more robust and statistically significant

results.
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13 Conclusions

In summary, the emergence of CWs has impacted the airline industry in several

ways. One major impact has been an increased price transparency which has

increased the competition due to several factors and thus has lead to decreased

profitability in general. Meanwhile, in a landscape where differentiation becomes

increasingly difficult, airlines are tasked with the challenge of acquiring ownership

of the customer experience and also how to utilize the data that CWs analyze for

their benefit. Additionally, airlines are subject to the threat of big tech companies

using the comparison functionality as a gateway for owning the customer

experience. Finally, airlines have one major strength, which is ownership of the

product that consumers buy (i.e. the flight), which could be leveraged to handle

said challenges and also to gain access to the data that CWs accumulate.
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14 Table of all results

SAMPLINGMETHOD

 Model
Kappa Balanced Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score AUC

STANDARD TRAIN/TEST

Full Gini Tree (T/T) 0.03578 0.51013 0.02207 0.53704 0.04240 0.51013

Pruned Deviance (T/T) 0.02951 0.50832 0.01826 0.51613 0.03528 0.50832

Pruned Misclas (T/T) 0.02230 0.50621 0.01313 0.63889 0.02573 0.50621

Random Forest (T/T) 0.02689 0.50752 0.01598 0.61765 0.03116 0.50752

Pruned Deviance w. Loss Matrix (T/T) 0.03125 0.50881 0.01922 0.53439 0.03710 0.50881

Pruned Misclas w. Loss Matrix (T/T) 0.04097 0.51168 0.02568 0.51331 0.04892 0.51168

Random Forest w. Loss Matrix (T/T) 0.02782 0.50779 0.01655 0.61702 0.03224 0.50779

Random Forest (cutoff) (T/T) 0.07304 0.52252 0.05441 0.35616 0.09441 0.52252

UNDER-SAMPLING

Full Gini Tree (Under) 0.13229 0.69982 0.84037 0.15370 0.25988 0.69982

Pruned Deviance (Under) 0.12684 0.69371 0.83562 0.15080 0.25550 0.69371

Pruned Misclas (Under) 0.13250 0.70014 0.84094 0.15381 0.26006 0.70014

Random Forest (Under) 0.13516 0.70596 0.85674 0.15502 0.26253 0.70596

Pruned Deviance w. Loss Matrix (Under) 0.12687 0.69373 0.83562 0.15082 0.25552 0.69373

Pruned Misclas w. Loss Matrix (Under) 0.13054 0.70134 0.85540 0.15253 0.25889 0.70134

Random Forest w. Loss Matrix (Under) 0.13457 0.70603 0.85959 0.15466 0.26215 0.70603

OVER-SAMPLING

Full Gini Tree (Over) 0.13986 0.70877 0.84989 0.15771 0.26605 0.70877

Pruned Deviance (Over) 0.14033 0.70902 0.84912 0.15798 0.26640 0.70902

Pruned Misclas (Over)*

Random Forest (Over) 0.13953 0.71125 0.86263 0.15732 0.26611 0.71125

Pruned Deviance w. Loss Matrix (Over) 0.14034 0.70903 0.84912 0.15799 0.26641 0.70903

Pruned Misclas w. Loss Matrix (Over) 0.13736 0.70915 0.86206 0.15614 0.26440 0.70915

Random Forest w. Loss Matrix (Over) 0.13912 0.71088 0.86263 0.15710 0.26579 0.71088

BOTH-SAMPLING

Full Gini Tree (Both) 0.14107 0.7091 0.84646 0.15843 0.26691 0.70910

Pruned Deviance (Both) 0.13883 0.70917 0.85597 0.15704 0.26540 0.70917

Pruned Misclas (Both)*

Random Forest (Both) 0.14014 0.71164 0.86187 0.15767 0.26657 0.71164

Pruned Deviance w. Loss Matrix (Both) 0.13887 0.70920 0.85597 0.15707 0.26543 0.70920

Pruned Misclas w. Loss Matrix (Both) 0.14095 0.70995 0.85084 0.15830 0.26693 0.70995

Random Forest w. Loss Matrix (Both) 0.14050 0.71193 0.86168 0.15787 0.26685 0.71193

SMOTE

Full Gini Tree (SMOTE) 0.13299 0.56749 0.21309 0.20626 0.20962 0.56749

Pruned Deviance (SMOTE) 0.09819 0.54441 0.14973 0.18973 0.16738 0.54441

Pruned Misclas (SMOTE)*

Random Forest (SMOTE) 0.13243 0.56514 0.20282 0.21034 0.20651 0.56514

Pruned Deviance w. Loss Matrix (SMOTE) 0.09462 0.54178 0.14079 0.18984 0.16168 0.54178

Pruned Misclas w. Loss Matrix (SMOTE) 0.07043 0.65164 0.99943 0.12030 0.21475 0.65164

Random Forest w. Loss Matrix (SMOTE) 0.13467 0.56598 0.20358 0.21306 0.20821 0.56598

ROSE

Full Gini Tree (ROSE) 0.14114 0.70929 0.84703 0.15847 0.26699 0.70929

Pruned Deviance (ROSE) 0.13888 0.70921 0.85597 0.15707 0.26544 0.70921

Pruned Misclas (ROSE)*

Random Forest (ROSE) 0.13999 0.71117 0.86035 0.15761 0.26642 0.71117

Pruned Deviance w. Loss Matrix (ROSE) 0.13892 0.70929 0.85616 0.15709 0.26547 0.70929

Pruned Misclas w. Loss Matrix (ROSE) 0.14112 0.71015 0.85103 0.15839 0.26707 0.71015

Random Forest w. Loss Matrix (ROSE) 0.14083 0.71227 0.86187 0.15805 0.26711 0.71227

* Only a root was returned thus no evaluation of the model was made

Table 14.1: Metric results for all tested models and sampling methods
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